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Abstract
Chinese calligraphy is the writing of Chinese characters
as an art form performed with brushes so Chinese char-
acters are rich of shapes and details. Recent studies show
that Chinese characters can be generated through image-to-
image translation for multiple styles using a single model.
We propose a novel method of this approach by incorpo-
rating Chinese characters’ component information into its
model. We also propose an improved network to convert
characters to their embedding space. Experiments show
that the proposed method generates high-quality Chinese
calligraphy characters over state-of-the-art methods mea-
sured through numerical evaluations and human subject
studies.
1. Introduction
Chinese characters are logograms developed for the writ-
ing of Chinese. Unlike an alphabet, every Chinese char-
acter has its own meaning and an entire sound. Chinese
characters were invented several thousand years ago, ini-
tially as scripts inscribed on animal bones or turtle plas-
trons. Around 300 BC, ink brushes were invented. During
the Qin Dynasty (221 BC to 206 BC), Chinese characters
were first standardized as the Qin script. Thereafter, they
were developed into different forms in the long history such
as the clerical, regular, semi-cursive, and cursive scripts.
Along with its long history, Chinese calligraphy belongs
to the quintessence of Chinese culture. While calligra-
phers use brushes to write characters, they also embody
their artistic expressions in their creatures. Therefore, every
brush-written character image is unique and irregular like
a picture. In contract, fonts are created by companies and
font-rendered images often contain common regions such
as radicals. In addition, different fonts cover different num-
bers of characters. For example, the widely used Chinese
font Sim Sun version 5.16 covers 28762 Unicode characters
and its extension package version 0.90 covers 42809 rarely
Figure 1: Results generated by the proposed method. The
style used to generate characters of the upper row is style
2 (Liu Gongquan) and of the lower row is style 3 (Ouyang
XunHuangfu Dan Stele).
used Chinese characters1, but some fonts only cover limited
numbers of characters. Brush-written characters, in partic-
ular masterpieces, have another problem that some charac-
ters become unclear or damaged if their papers and steles
decay. The absence of many characters restrains calligra-
phy beginners from emulating masterpieces and designers
from using masters’ works. Therefore, there is a need to
generate character images like Figure 1 and many methods
have been published to address this problem.
Because Chinese characters are highly structured, some
early developed methods use the split-and-merge approach
to decompose a character into strokes, and then assemble
each stroke’s synthesized calligraphy counterpart into a cal-
ligraphy character [31, 29]. However, the approach has a
limitation that Chinese characters with complex structures
are difficult to be decomposed automatically, and require
manual decomposition for certain styles such as the cursive
script [30].
With the advance of neural networks and computer vi-
sion, a study called style transfer, which aims to add
painters’ artistic styles to photos captured by cameras,
shows remarkable success [6, 13, 26, 5, 9]. Style transfer
gradually evolves to image-to-image translation [10, 34, 32,
14, 17, 24, 3], which aims to not only add style details to
target images but also convert objects from one domain to
another, for example, horses to zebras, and vice versa. Be-
1https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E4%B8%AD%E6%98%
93%E5%AE%8B%E4%BD%93
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cause every Chinese calligrapher has his or her own style
in terms to form strokes and shapes, generating calligraphy
characters can be viewed as translating character images
from one domain to another [2, 1, 28, 11, 12, 23, 33, 22].
A Chinese font can easily render numerous character im-
ages. Given two fonts, we can easily obtain numerous well-
aligned character pairs. Therefore, it is a practical approach
to generate characters by training an image-to-image trans-
lation model which take font-rendered character images as
input, and this approach generates the state-of-the-art qual-
ity [2]. Compared with font-rendered character images,
brush-written character images are more irregular. In ad-
dition, they take time and effort to create. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no well-defined dataset of brush-written
calligraphy character images available, and there is only one
existing paper using brush-written calligraphy character im-
ages to conduct experiments [18]. This paper is the second
to deal with this image type.
Using brush-written images, we develop a method of
multi-style image-to-image translation. We define styles ba-
sically as calligraphers’ identities. If a calligrapher has dis-
tinct styles at different periods of creation, we define multi-
ple style labels for that calligrapher. To validate the devel-
oped method, we conduct head-to-head comparisons with
an existing method. To sum up, this paper has two contri-
butions:
• While existing multi-font Chinese character generat-
ing methods are designed to generate highly different
fonts, this paper is the first one dealing styles at the
fine-grained level. In addition, this paper is the second
paper reporting experimental results of brush-written
calligraphy images. Our code and dataset are publicly
available to help researchers reproduce our results.
• The proposed method has a novel component encoder.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed method
is the first to decompose Chinese characters into com-
ponents and encoder them through a recurrent neural
network. The proposed method generates promising
images which lead to favorable numerical evaluations
and subjective opinions.
2. Related Work
There are numerous methods in the literature generating
Chinese character images. The proposed method formulates
Chinese character generation as an image-to-image transla-
tion problem, and we discuss its related work as follows.
Image-to-image translation. Image-to-image translation
is a type of vision and graphics problems. It aims to learn
a mapping function between an input image and an out-
put image. There is a wide range of application using this
technique such as style transfer, object replacement, season
transfer, or photo enhancement.
Numerous image-to-image translation methods have
been published, and most of them GAN-based, conditioned
on images [10, 34, 3, 4]. Pix2pix [10] is the first method ca-
pable of doing image-to-image translation. Different from
preceding neural-network-based style transfer methods, it
extracts style representation from a set of target images,
which helps pix2pix generate more robust output images
than style transfer methods. In addition, its GAN-based ad-
versarial loss prevents its output images from being blurry,
and its image quality outperforms most encoder-decoder-
based methods [8].
Pix2pix uses U-Net [21] as its generator, which consists
an image encoder and a decoder. Between them there is
skip connection to preserve visual information through all
layers. Pix2pix uses a l1-norm pixel-wise loss to reduce the
differences between output and training images.
One of pix2pix’s limitations is that it required paired im-
ages to train its model. Those pairs are easily available for
some applications such as photo-to-sketch transfer, but hard
to obtained for other applications such as object replace-
ment. CycleGAN [34] is proposed to overcome the problem
by developing two GANs in a cycle. One GAN’s output is
another GAN’s input, and vice versa. The two GANs learns
image distributions simultaneously, so that they can use two
sets of training images instead of a single set of paired im-
ages.
However, CycleGAN can only handle one target domain.
To generate images of multiple domains, multiple models
are required to be trained individually. StarGAN [3] is pro-
posed to address this issue. It introduces an auxiliary do-
main classifier and a classification loss to achieve multi-
domain translation in a single model. The proposed Calli-
GAN’s image generator is similar to pix2pix, and CalliGAN
can handle multi-class image-to-image translation like Star-
GAN.
Chinese character generation. Zi2zi [25] is the first
method generating Chinese characters using GANs. It
translates character images of a source font to multiple tar-
get fonts. Based on pix2pix, zi2zi adapts AC-GAN’s [20]
auxiliary classifier to enable multiple styles generation,
and DTN’s [24] constancy loss to improve output quality.
Zi2zi’s output font is controlled by a class parameter formed
as a one-hot vector and converted to a latent vector through
embedding.
Zi2zi is an open source project, but never published as
a paper or technical report. The first paper using GANs
to generate Chinese calligraphy characters is AEGG [18],
which is also based pix2pix, but adds an additional encoder-
decoder network to provide supervision information in the
training process. Unlike zi2zi which can generate multi-
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Figure 2: Architecture and losses. The proposed CalliGAN is an encoder-decoder-based image translation network with two
supporting branches to control styles and structures. CalliGAN has 4 image-based losses: adversarial (Eq. 2), pixel-wise
(Eq. 3), constancy (Eq. 4) and category (Eq. 5).
class images, AEGG only supports single-class character
generation.
Both of DCFont [11] and PEGAN [23] are modified
from zi2zi to generate the whole 6763 Chinese characters
used in the GB2312 font library from hundreds of training
samples. While PEGAN improves zi2zi by introducing a
multi-scale image pyramid to pass information through re-
finement connections, DCFont incorporates a style classi-
fier pre-trained on 100 fonts to get better style representa-
tion. SCFont [12] further improves DCFont by adapting a
stroke extraction algorithm [16] to maintain stroke struc-
tures from input to output images.
In contrast to learning translation models between given
fonts, both of EMD [33] and SA-VAE [22] separate content
and styles as two irrelevant domains and uses two indepen-
dent encoders to model them. However, their technical de-
tails are different. EMD mixes style and content latent fea-
tures in a bilinear mixer network to generate output images
through an image decoder. Therefore, its training samples
are very special. One sample consists of two sets of training
images, one for content and another for style. In contrast,
SA-VAE adapts a sequential approach. It first recognizes
characters from given images, and then encodes the rec-
ognized characters into special codes, which represent 12
high-frequency Chinese characters’ structure configurations
and 101 high-frequency radicals. SA-VAE shows that do-
main knowledge of Chinese characters helps improve out-
put image quality.
The proposed CalliGAN shares two common points with
existing methods. First, CalliGAN is a GAN-based method,
like zi2zi, AEGG, DCFont, and PEGAN. Second, Calli-
GAN exploits prior knowledge of Chinese characters’ struc-
tures, like SA-VAE. A clear difference between CalliGAN
and SA-VAE is the ways of exploit Chinese characters’
structures. SA-VAE only uses characters’ configurations
and radicals, which are high-level structure information, but
CalliGAN fully decomposes characters into components,
which offer low-level structure information including the
order of strokes. In short, CalliGAN integrates the advan-
tages of GANs which generate realistic images and SA-
VAE which preserves character structures.
3. Proposed Method
A Chinese character can be expressed in multiple styles,
depending on the fonts used to render or the calligraphers
who write the character. Thus, numerous images can repre-
sent the same character. Our proposed method aims to learn
a way to generate Chinese character images with expected
styles from a given character. Let h be a character code en-
coded by a system such as Unicode, s be a style label, and
y be an image representing h under the style s. From h,
we render an image x through a given Chinese font. Thus,
x’s style is assigned. We use the paired image sets {x} and
{y} to train our networks to translate font-rendered images
to calligrapher-written ones.
Architecture. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the pro-
posed method. Given h, we render an image x through a
given Chinese font, and then we encode x through an image
encoder Ei to generate an image feature vector vi. At the
same time, we consult a dictionary T to obtain h’s compo-
nent sequence c to generate a component feature vector vc
through a component encoder Ec. We convert the style la-
bel s of the reference image y to a one-hot vector vs. We
concatenate vc, vi, and vs as an input feature vector used
by an image decoder G to generate a calligraphy character
image yˆ.
Shape
Layer Encoder Decoder
Input 256× 256× 1 1× 1× 775
L1 128× 128× 64 2× 2× 512
L2 64× 64× 128 4× 4× 512
L3 32× 32× 256 8× 8× 512
L4 16× 16× 512 16× 16× 512
L5 8× 8× 512 32× 32× 256
L6 4× 4× 512 64× 64× 128
L7 2× 2× 512 128× 128× 64
L8 1× 1× 512 256× 256× 1
Table 1: Architecture of the image encoder and decoder. All
8 encoder layers use the same convolution kernel size 5×5,
activation function LeakyReLU with a slope as 0.2, batch
normalization layer, and stride size of 2. The decoder’s L1
to L7 layers use the same deconvolution kernel size 5 × 5,
activation function ReLU, batch normalization layer. The
decoder’s L8 layer uses the hyperbolic tangent activation
function and has a drop out layer with a drop rate as 0.5.
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Figure 3: Examples of component sequences. The first and
second characters share the same component code k1 as 46,
and the second and third characters share the same k2 as 48
and k3 as 81.
To train Ec, Ei, and G, we use an addition networks an
image pair discriminator D and its auxiliary style classifier
Ds. We explain their design and motivations as follows.
Image encoder and decoder. We use U-Net [21] as our
encoder-decoder architecture, in a way similar to two exist-
ing image translation methods—pix2pix and zi2zi [10, 25].
Because Chinese calligraphy is mostly performed in black
ink, we assume our images are grayscale without colors.
Thus, we slightly modify U-Net’s architecture by reducing
the channel number of the input and output images from 3
to 1. Because our image decoder G requires vs and vc as
additional input data, we lengthen the length of G’s input
vector. Table 1 shows the proposed architecture.
Component encoder. Chinese characters are composed of
basic stroke and dot units. Their relative positions and in-
tersections form numerous components, each consists of a
component
code
k
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n
128-dimension
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LSTM v
c
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component feature
Figure 4: Architecture of the proposed component encoder.
Layer Type Shape
Input Image pair 256× 256× 2
L1 Conv5× 5, ReLU, BN 256× 256× 64
L2 Conv5× 5, ReLU, BN 128× 128× 128
L3 Conv5× 5, ReLU, BN 64× 64× 256
L4-1 (D) Linear 1
L4-2 (Ds) Linear 7
Table 2: Architecture of the proposed discriminator D and
style classifier Ds. BN means a batch normalization layer.
few strokes and dots in specific shapes. That is the rea-
son that Chinese characters are highly structured and the
property that we exploit to develop our method. Figure 3
shows a few examples of components. We use a publicly
available Chinese character decomposition system, the Chi-
nese Standard Interchange Code2, which defines 517 com-
ponents most Chinese characters. Given a character h, we
use the system to obtain its component sequence
c = (k1, k2, ..., kn), (1)
where n is length of c depending on h. To convert the
variable-length sequence c to a fixed-length feature vec-
tor vc, we propose a sequence encoder as shown in Fig-
ure 4, which contains an embedding layer and a LSTM
model. The embedding layer converts component codes to
128-dimension embedding vectors, which will be input to
the LSTM model to generate a structure feature vector vk.
Those embedding vectors are automatically optimized dur-
ing our training process. We initialize the LSTM model
randomly.
Discriminator and auxiliary style classifier. Our discrim-
inator and auxiliary style classifier are almost the same as
the one used in zi2zi, except the channel number of the input
layer. Its architecture is shown in Table 2. The discrimina-
tor and auxiliary style classifier share the first three layers,
and own independent 4th layers.
2https://www.cns11643.gov.tw
Losses. We define 4 losses to train our model. The adver-
sarial loss of a conditional GAN
LcGAN = logD(x, y) + log(1−D(x, yˆ)) (2)
is use to help our generated images look realistic. To en-
courage the generated images to be similar to the training
ones, we use a pixel-wise
Lp = ‖y − yˆ‖1. (3)
Because the input image x and output yˆ represent the same
character, we use a constancy loss in the same way as [24,
25]
Lc = ‖Ei(x)− Ei(yˆ)‖1, (4)
which encourages the two images to have similar feature
vectors. The generated images should retain the assign
style, so we define a category loss
Ls = log(Ds(s|y)) + log(Ds(s|yˆ)). (5)
We set our full objective function
L = LcGAN + λpLp + λcLc + λsLs (6)
where λp, λc, and λs are parameters to control the relative
importance of each loss.
4. Experimental Validation
To compile an image set to conduct experiments, we
download images from a Chinese calligraphy character im-
age repository3. All images are brush-written by an ex-
pert emulating ancient masterpieces, or rendered from art
fonts. The repository covers 29 calligraphy styles. Some of
them belong to the well-defined regular script, semi-cursive
script, and clerical script by their names, but the remain-
ing are not categorized. We select the 7 styles belonging to
regular script to conduct our experiments, and their names
are
1. Chu Suiliang,
2. Liu Gongquan,
3. Ouyang Xun–Huangfu Dan Stele,
4. Ouyang Xun–Inscription on Sweet Wine Spring at Ji-
ucheng Palace,
5. Yan Zhenqing–Stele of the Abundant Treasure Pagoda,
6. Yan Zhenqing–Yan Qinli Stele,
7. Yu Shinan.
The 3rd and 4th styles are created by the same ancient
master calligrapher Ouyang Xun in his early and late years.
Because of the change of the calligrapher’s style, we treat
them as two different styles, which is also the rule of thumb
in the Chinese calligraphy community. The 5th and 6th
3http://163.20.160.14/˜word/modules/myalbum/
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 5: Example characters of the 7 styles downloaded
from the online repository. The 1st, 3rd, 6th, and 7th images
have a vertical long side, while the 2nd, 4th, and 5th ones
have a horizontal long side.
Style 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Training 5975 5127 5873 5809 5283 5884 5864 39815
Test 1184 1044 1126 1092 1025 1122 1144 7737
Total 7159 6171 6999 6901 6308 7006 7008 47552
Table 3: Statistics of our training and test samples.
styles are of the same case. Figure 5 shows examples of
the 7 styles. There are several thousand images available
for each style, but some images under the same style may
represent the same character. In total, we collect 47552 im-
ages which covers 6548 different characters but only 5560
characters are available in all the 7 styles. Table 3 shows
their statistics. We randomly select 1000 characters out of
the 5560 common characters set as our test character set,
and have 7737 test images. We use the remaining 39815
images to train our model.
The repository’s image size varies depending on char-
acter’s shapes, but the long side is fixed 140 pixels. We
keep its aspect ratio and enlarge the long side to 256 pixels
through Lanczos resampling. We place the enlarged image
at the center and pad the two short sides to generate a square
image of 256×256 pixels as our ground truth image y. The
repository’s image color depth is 1-bit monochrome. We do
not change the depth during resampling. Our network lin-
early converts those monochrome images to tensors with a
value range between -1 and 1. We use the font Sim Sun to
render input images x because it covers a large number of
characters and it is used by zi2zi. Its rendered images are
grayscale and show characters at the image center.
Training setup. We randomly initialize our networks’
weights. We use the Adam [15] optimizer to train our model
with parameters β1 as 0.5, β2 as 0.999, and batch size 16.
Because our discriminator D learns faster than the genera-
tor does, we update the generator twice after updating the
discriminator once. We train our model in 40 epochs. We
set the initial learning rate as 0.001 for the first 20 epochs
and the decay rate as 0.5 for the following 20 epochs. It
takes 25 hours to train our model on a machine equipped
with an 8-core 2.1GHz CPU and an Nvidia GPU RTX 2080
Ti. We set λp as 100, λc as 15 and λs as 1. We implement
the proposed method using TensorFlow.
Method MSE SSIM
zi2zi 26.02 0.5781
zi2zi + one-hot 23.44 0.5969
zi2zi + Ec 21.46 0.6101
Proposed 19.49 0.6147
Table 4: Performance comparison. One-hot means that we
replace zi2zi’s label embedding vector with our proposed
simple one-hot vector. The symbol Ec means the proposed
component encoder. The proposed method equals to zi2zi
(single channel) + one-hot + Ec
Proposed w/o
Ground truth
Proposed
Input
E
c
x
y
Figure 6: Qualitative comparison of single style transfer.
All of the 6 characters are generated under the style 4. Red
rectangles highlight the benefits brought by the proposed
component encoder, which generates the ending hook of
the first character, separates the two strokes of the second
character, makes the strokes of the third, fourth, and sixth
characters straight, and restores the corner of the L-shape
stroke of the fifth character.
Evaluation. We evaluate our generated images quantita-
tively and qualitatively. We use the mean square error
(MSE) and structural similarity index (SSIM) [27] to mea-
sure the similarity between ground truth and generated im-
ages. We conduct a survey of calligraphy experts and col-
lege students about our generated images.
Table 4 shows the numerical evaluation of the proposed
method, two weakened configurations, and a state-of-the-art
method. The two weakened configurations are the two ma-
jor differences between the proposed method and zi2zi, and
the comparisons show that both of the proposed style and
component encoders improve the generated images. Fig-
ure 6 shows a few examples of their qualitative differences.
To further validate the proposed component encoder, we
conduct another experiment of single style transfer. We re-
move the style feature vs and style loss from the proposed
method to train 7 independent models and report their over-
all MSE and SSIM index in Table 5.
MSE SSIM
Style zi2zi Proposed zi2zi Proposed
1 18.40 17.78 0.6230 0.6507
2 19.46 18.13 0.6203 0.6513
3 19.41 18.12 0.6446 0.6635
4 19.02 20.15 0.6376 0.6485
5 18.54 19.06 0.6382 0.6489
6 17.76 17.57 0.6549 0.6628
7 18.92 19.09 0.6179 0.6299
mean 18.79 18.56 0.6338 0.6508
Table 5: Quantitative comparison of single style transfer.
We disable the multi-style part of both methods so the only
considerable difference between the two configurations is
the existence of a component encoder, which is contained
in the proposed method, but not in zi2zi. For each style,
training and test images used by the two methods are the
same.
x y zi2zi Proposed
Figure 7: Failure cases generated by ziz2.
For some difficult characters, we observe that zi2zi may
generate failure images, as shown in Figure 7. That is the
reason of its poor MSE and SSIM index. In contrast, the
proposed method rarely generates failure images, and we
attribute this improvement to the proposed component en-
coder.
Human subject study. Our human subjects are 18 under-
graduate and graduate students, including 7 males and 11
females. All of them are Taiwanese, reading traditional
Chinese characters every day. Among the 18 participants,
3 of them are members of a Chinese calligraphy club, 4 are
not club members but have calligraphy skills learned in art
classes, and 11 never use brushes to write Chinese charac-
ters. One participant is at the age of 40, and all others are
between 20 and 30. For each participant, we randomly se-
lect 2 characters out of our 1000 test characters to generate
images using both zi2zi and the proposed method. Because
zi2zi may generate failure images, we intentionally skip that
case. We generate images under all 7 styles so a participant
sees 30 images, including 14 generated by zi2zi, 14 gener-
Style 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
zi2zi 19.5 19.5 19.5 2.8 11.2 11.2 8.3
Proposed 80.5 80.5 80.5 97.2 88.8 88.8 91.7
Table 6: Percentage of preferred images of our human sub-
ject study. Most of our participants think the proposed
method’s output images are more similar to the ground truth
than zi2zi’s ones are.
ated by the proposed method, and 2 of ground truth. We ask
participants’ opinions which image is more similar to the
ground truth one. Table 6 shows the study’s results.
Comparison with AEGG. AEGG uses the same image
repository as ours, and it is the only existing method
to the best of our knowledge doing experiments using
calligrapher-written images rather than font-rendered im-
ages, but its code and dataset are not publicly available. Be-
cause we cannot get AEGG’s dataset, we are unable to con-
duct a head-to-head comparison. However, the style used
by AEGG is clearly specified in its paper, so we can still
present rough comparisons to observe the general differ-
ences. Because AEGG is a single-style transfer algorithm,
we disable our multi-style part for a fair comparison. Their
results are shown in Figure 8. The images generated by
the proposed method show better structures (clearer inter-
sections and less broken strokes) and richer details than the
ones generated by AEGG.
5. Conclusion and Future Study
In this paper, we propose a novel method to generate
multi-style Chinese character images. It consists a U-Net-
based generator and a component encoder. Experimental re-
sults show that the proposed method generates high-quality
images of calligraphy characters. Numerical evaluations
and a human subject study show that the images gener-
ated by the proposed method more effectively than existing
methods generates images similar to the ground truth ones.
Our research is still ongoing and many questions are
not yet answered. For example, how well does the pro-
posed method perform using other types of character im-
ages such as font-rendered images or images of cursive or
semi-cursive scripts? Is there a font better than Sim Sun to
render our input images? Does the choice depend on the
used calligraphy styles? How many dimensions should we
use for the component codes’ embedding? Is there any pat-
tern of those embedded feature vectors? Can some GAN
training method such as WGAN-GP [7] or SN-GAN [19]
improve our results? What is our method’s performance
if we use another data split? If we replace our shallow dis-
criminator with a powerful and deep pre-trained image clas-
sifier, can we get better results? We wish we will be able to
AEGG
AEGG
Ground
truth
Ground
truth
Proposed
Proposed
Figure 8: Comparison with AEGG. The style used in this
comparison is style 2. Those images generated by AEGG
are extracted from its original paper. Their aspect ratios
differ from the one of the ground truth images because
AEGG’s authors change the ratios. However, they do not
explain the reason in their paper. Red rectangles highlight
the regions that the proposed method handles better.
answer those questions soon.
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